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 1. Forms of marriage and family are 

found within every human culture. 
While difficult to define cross-culturally, an 

approachable definition of marriage involves the: 

 Social acknowledgment of a religious 

and/or legal union of a male and a female 
functioning to regulate sexual activity, produce and 

raise children with social and cultural identity, and 

constitute an economic unit.  
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2.   Functions of Marriage :  

 a. Sexual regulation  

  - Biological progeny (gene transmission) 

 b. Education of children 

  - Passing on cultural information  

 c. Economic unification/cooperation 
 - Family consolidates resources through sharing   

and cooperation 
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3.  Types of Marriage 
  a. Arranged-marriage (group-based societies) 

   - Individuals are used as “bargaining chips” in alliance-
    forming exchanges;  

   - Maintain social cohesion and order; 

   - More common in endogamous groups;  

   - Increasingly uncommon today. 

 

  b. Love-marriage (individualistic societies) 

   - Not as recent as often thought; 

   - Age may be a factor; 

   - Marriage may not include alliance-forming; 

   - Elopement and “wife-capture.” 
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3. Types of Marriage 

 c. Monogamy 

   - One spouse at a time; 

   - “Serial monogamy”: the practice of having many 

     spouses, but not at the same time. 

  d. Polygamy 
    ex: Mormons 

    - Many spouses concurrently; 

   - Most cultures in the world allow polygyny (75%); 

   - However, even in polygynous societies, most  

    men remain monogamous or bachelors. 
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4. Kinship Relationships are relationships that have: 

 

      Affinity (social) 
and/or   Consanguinity (blood)    

    =  Kinship 

     (American consanguinity chart) 

 Traditionally, there has been an overemphasis on kinship in early 
anthropology (not holistic); class and power of group functions 
were ignored (and left to sociologists). 
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4.a. Diagramming Kinship 

     There are many ways of describing kin relations: 

  i.   Branching diagrams (anthropological) 

  ii. Family Tree (Genealogical) diagrams 

  iii. Egoistic diagrams (“I”, self-     
   centered, or social network   
  orientations) 
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 5. Marriage as exchange 

  a. Dowry / Bride Wealth 

    Dowry: Gifts (traditionally livestock) from the bride’s family  

    to the groom’s; 

   ex: Dowry: graphic 

     Bride Wealth: Gifts from the groom’s family to the bride’s 

      ex: Bride wealth: graphic 

  b. Bride service  
     Work done by the groom for the bride’s father; 

     ex: graphic  
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 6. Family and Household Units 

  a. Nuclear family 

  b. Extended family 

  c. Non-relative family (household) – census info 

  d. Locality norms: 

   i.   matrilocal 

   ii.  patrilocal 

   iii. neolocal 

   iv. avunculocal 
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 Film Clip: Farm Song 

 Marriage and family traditions in rural 

Japanese culture; note cultural diffusion. 
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   7. Changes in Western cultures 

  a. Increasing divorce rate 

    - ½ marriages end in divorce  

  b. Increase in single-parent families  

   - usually female led 

  c. Cohabitation increasing 
   - Living together prior to marriage far more common 

     today 

  d. Same-sex marriage 

 These changes have lead to uncertainty in  

    norms and creation of “unclear families”.  
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 8. Kinship Taboos 

  a. Incest 
    - Kin relations for which marriage and sex are forbidden; 

    - Culturally universal; 

    - However, details are often uncertain (where do you draw 

  the line?)  

  b. Cousin Marriage    

   - Homogamy (marriage to partner in similar cultural group, 

  such as class, race, age) is often encouraged; 

    - Cross-cousin (children of brother/sister) more common 

  than parallel cousin marriage); 

    - Biological explanation only a small factor for incest  

  taboos (only slight genetic abnormalities present) 
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